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Central quesDons

- WHERE are fluids released?
- HOW do fluid flow networks form through self-organisaEon?
- WHAT are controlling parameters for self-organisaEon?

ImplicaDons

• Local stress accumulaEon can trigger dehydraEon through changes in internal
energy (distorEon of crystal laOce, dislocaEon density increase)

• DehydraEon occurs along planar features caused by stress and forms veins
• DehydraEon veins cause rheology contrasts along which fracturing can occure
• FoliaEon enhances vein formaEon through changes in stress field

Experimental approach

We performed high-PT experiments in a Griggs apparatus, both hydrostaEc and
axial compression. The experiments were designed to analyse the effect of
foliaEon and stress on the fluid release and vein formaEon. We used an isotropic
(Linnajavri, NOR) and anisotropic (ZermaW, CH) anEgorite-serpenEnite (Fig. 2).

Run condiEons:
• 1.5 GPa confining pressure
• 620 - 650 °C
• hydrostaEc or axial compression (strain rate: 10-6 s-1)
• 0 - 8 % strain

Just enough to observe the very onset of dehydraEon and vein formaEon.
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Role of serpenDnites

Subducted serpenEnites (>13 wt. % H2O) release fluids through a series of
dehydraEon reacEons [1], e.g.:

brucite + an2gorite = olivine + fluid
an2gorite = olivine + pyroxene + fluid

Natural observaEons (e.g. metaserpenEnites in Erro Tobbio, ET) indicate that the
fluids are released at specific locaEons within the rock, cf. EGU23-3130 (GD4.2).
Self-organisaEon of fluid pockets into a vein network is essenEal for an efficient
fluid flow [2]. The transiEon from isolated fluid pockets into a connected network
could result from embriWlement, reacEve fluid flow or a combinaEon, and might
be affected by mineral preferred orientaEon and/or external stress fields (Fig. 1).
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Network formaDon

The veins form two conjugate sets within the capsules (Fig. 5). The preferred
orientaEon of the veins is more pronounced in the anisotropic experiments and
slightly depends on the orientaEon of the serpenEne foliaEon (Fig. 6).
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Experimental products

Secondary phases form along grain boundaries and 
occasionally form planar features (Fig. 3 leK).

Interfaces represent rheological contrasts. Fractures 
and shear planes form (Fig. 3 middle - right).

Secondary phases are crystalline, no melt formed. 
Minerals are olivine (Ol) + pyroxene + phyllosilicate (ps) 
(Fig. 4)
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Fig. 1: Fluid release in subducted serpen4nites occurs in specific loca4ons and eventually forms a 
connected network, as in the ET metaserpen4nites. Sketch aBer [3], not to scale.

Fig. 2: Fully serpen4nized star4ng material was used for high-PT experiments. Images show micro-
textures in plane- and cross-polarized light.

Fig. 3: BackscaMered electron images of experimental run products showing olivine vein forma4on.

Fig. 4: TEM image of an 
experimental olivine vein.

Fig. 5: Sketch of run products in an isotropic (leB) and anisotropic (right) experiment, showing the 
distribu4on of veins. Also shown are minor phases, which seem to not influence the vein forma4on.

Fig. 6: BackscaMered electron images of olivine veins in an isotropic (leB) and anisotropic (right) 
experiment. Rose plots show orienta4on of veins addi4onally for experiments with different orienta4on 
of the serpen4ne folia4on (orienta4on rela4ve to compression axis).
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